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Takatsugu ENDO and Keiko NISHIKAWA: Understanding Thermal Phase Behaviors of 
PF6－-Paired Imidazolium-Based Ionic Liquids at the Molecular Level
Here we review our recent works on thermal phase behaviors of ionic liquids, 1-alkyl-3-
methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphates （［Cnmim］PF6, n＝1～ 4）. Their complex thermal phase 
behaviors observed in calorimetric measurements were investigated at the molecular level using 
combined techniques of Raman spectroscopy, quantum chemical calculations, X-ray analyses, and 
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. It was demonstrated that the conformational flexibility of 
the side chain in the cation played a key role for thermal phase behaviors of some ILs as represented 
by ［C4mim］PF6, nevertheless, which was not always the case for others as evidenced in ［C1mim］PF6 
results.





































































and its schematic phase diagram.）左図では，図1と
は異なり，昇温過程でβ相を得た後，ガラス転移温
度（約196 K）程度まで一度下げ，再び昇温した．
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温度依存性．（Temperature dependence of rotational 
correlation time of ［C4mim］PF6.）1H（上）および 31P
（下）NMRの結果．1H T1では，2つの運動モードが
観察された．
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